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Abstract 
Workflow-based computational experiment is a widespread way to organize distributed 
simulations. But the lack of IT experience and skills is the critical issue which scientists usually face 
with. By this paper we describe the reasoning capabilities, which are obtained from the proposed 
hierarchical structure for expert’s knowledge formalization. The contribution of this paper is the 
ontological representation of a structure, which make end-users to deal with domain models compiled 
of fine-grained domain and infrastructural entities in order to generate an executable workflow as a 
result. A task of forecasting of storm surges and decision support for gates maneuvering is presented a 
use-case of the paper. 
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1 Introduction 
Expert’s knowledge formalization about workflow-based (WF) computational experiments today 
is actual problem, which still makes computer simulations being far away from mass users without 
strong IT-background (examples are biologists, sociologists, economists and etc.). While WF-based 
computational experiments is a widespread way to organize distributed research, the integration of 
distributed software into single executable WFs is still non-trivial and challenging task.  
Most of solutions offer to apply knowledge-based approach to WF design. While such an approach 
usually formalizes some executable entities (for example, operations, functional units, workflow 
templates and etc), still it requires users to be aware about internal semantics of the entities, dataflow 
language and other features of the particular execution platform. As a result, most of workflow-based 
applications still remain platform-dependent and hardly reproducible by other scientists in their 
experiments. 
This paper is devoted to the model of knowledge formalization, which is basis of the Virtual 
Simulation Objects (VSO) concept and technology presented in our previous paper [1]. VSO based on 
semantic-web technologies and suppose to formalize expert’s knowledge via domain models which 
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are friendlier to users, avoid them from dealing with operations, workflow-templates and so on. 
Motivation of the paper is to present the internal structure of VSO knowledge-base (KB), which 
facilitates an intelligent assistance during WF-based applications design. The contribution of this 
paper is the ontological structure, which make end-users to deal with domain models compiled of fine-
grained entities from the KB.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 contains an overview and related 
works devoted to expert’s knowledge formalization and its’ comparison to VSO. Section 3 describes 
the ontological structure of the VSO formal models and intelligent-assistance features obtained as a 
result of reasoning over the models. Sections 4-5 contain the details about implementation and use-
case description. Section 6 is devoted to conclusion and future plans of application knowledge-based 
technologies to computational-intensive modeling.  
2 Overview & related work 
The task of applying knowledge-based approach to WF-based computational experiments is not 
new. Initially WF-based applications originated from “as-is” web-service composition and there was 
no clear distinction between business-process WFs and scientific ones. A composite web-service is 
sequence of particular service-instances’ invocations described on BPEL4WS, UDDI and other 
standards. Such application is called a “concrete workflow” (CWF) [2], highly platform-dependant 
and composition process is strictly coupled with the execution and scheduling ones [3]. Many papers 
are devoted to automatic web-service composition based on heuristics [4], context management [5], 
abductive event calculus [6], Petri-nets, π-calculus and others [7]. The next evolutionary level is 
composition of semantically-annotated or advertised services: a composition is supposed to be done 
via platform-independent service-types or meta-descriptions, which hide all the particular instances’ 
details from users. The approach is called abstract workflow (AWF) [2]. Vast application of semantic-
web technologies led to appearance of standard ontologies (i.e. OWL-S [8], WSMO [9]) and other 
semantic-based frameworks for web-services definition, discovery, coordination and provenance. 
Appearance of academic WF-management systems (i.e. K-WfGrid [10], Kepler [11], Taverna [12], 
Pegasus [13] and others) and troubles of mass users with reproduction/reuse of WF-experiments 
forced a development of novel approaches of scientific WFs’ formalization and publishing. This 
evolutionary level is called a MetaWF or Conceptual WF [14]. The idea of the approaches is to 
separate the domain knowledge of particular problem from knowledge about its implementation. 
Usually both are formalized as single WF. The papers below are devoted to high-level knowledge 
formalization and its’ comparison with VSO-approach.  
A domain-oriented approach for scientific workflow composition is presented in paper [15]. Due to 
underlying ontology composition of dataflow is automatic and the VSO-approach looks similar. But 
described paper is mainly focused to “separation of concerns” problem and offers models and 
functional formats to differentiate data representation from application’s logic. The composition is 
offered to be done via activity-functions, describing input and output data with its’ semantic meaning. 
Unlike the idea of described paper the VSO-approach offers users to make composition on a higher 
level of abstract, where all the required activities are integrated at underlying levels (see “methods” 
level in the next section). 
Project WINGS [16] implements an approach where domain knowledge about particular problem 
is formalized as implementation-independent workflow-templates (called abstract WFs). The system 
uses ontology and provides an intelligent user-assistance via automatic search of available WF-
candidates in order to encapsulate them into structure of user-specified WF-requests’. The approach to 
compose WF-templates and to further encapsulate WF-candidates is different from VSO-one’s, where 
domain models with already integrated implementation details are used for composition.  
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The idea to use object-oriented principles (OOP) for distributed software integration is described in 
[17]. Authors propose an integration model to represent everything, which is connected with the 
process of building and maintaining an application for some domain. The goal of integration model is 
to couple several heterogeneous applications into single executable one. Though authors apply OOP 
(e.g. inclusion, specialization – VSO applies the similar ones), they avoid of using the semantic 
taxonomies, because found them too complex and not flexible enough. Unlike the idea of integration 
model, VSO-approach not oriented to integrate applications, but to integrate domain models to 
simulate them in complex. Moreover VSO uses dynamic reasoning over underlying ontology to 
provide user with the dynamic modeling tool, which automatically composes dataflows between 
models.  
The advantage of VSO-approach over the papers presented above is an integration of the two 
approaches: domain models and OOP. Use of domain models decreases the terminological and 
semantic variability between the knowledge, formalized by expert and scientist, who will reuse it [18]. 
Due to OOP in VSO domain models may include and inherit other models. From user’s point of view 
objects’ inclusion makes possible to organize more complex simulation scenarios, for example to vary 
the amount and behavior of simulated objects within simulated environment. Object’s inheritance 
facilitates the reuse of common models extended with specific properties. Both these features make 
possible to simulate virtual environments at micro and macro levels and to avoid user to deal with vast 
amounts of workflow-operations just switching between the selected models, their properties and 
external connections with other ones’. From technical point of view these two features bring dynamics 
in GUI-based modeling tools and automatic code generation in case of executable workflows’.  
3 Knowledge formalization model 
Before the detailed ontological descriptions with the reasoning capabilities are described, a short 
overview of two key processes should be introduced: 
1. Knowledge formalization process 
Knowledge formalization process is required to fill the KB with the initial elements for future 
compositions. While at least one formalization cycle is required to be done before the composition, in 
general case the two processes are considered to be fully independent from each other (like models in 
semantic ontologies are publishing independently from their potential use by everyone).  Knowledge 
formalization is considered to be done by highly-experienced domain users (software/algorithm 
developers, platform administrators and etc.), who make their products available within distributed 
execution environment and find them too difficult to use “as-is” by non-experienced mass-users. 
Experts are offered to design several domain models (called VSO-images) and to specify the required 
configurations, input/output-parameters, data formats, semantic meaning and other valuable 
knowledge into corresponding entities within VSO-images. Domain models may be designed either 
from starch or based on already existing ones in KB or even from external Linked Data sources [19].  
2. The composition process 
If the amount of models in KB is enough, then the KB is ready for compositions done by end-users 
(humanitarian scientists, execution engineers, quality engineers and etc.), who are able to solve 
domain problems, but do not have enough IT-specific background to manually integrate 
heterogeneous software or to design workflows in some distributed execution environment. Due to KB 
the only thing, which end-user should do is to instantiate the desired VSO-images into workspace and 
select/specify the required properties. Instantiated entities are called VSO-instances and extend the 
images by particular property values, input/outputs and their interconnections with other instances 
from workspace (called VSO-graph). From end-users’ point of view the result of this process is WF-
script generated from VSO-graph automatically. From system’s point of view a VSO-graph is a 
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Figure 1: Ontological representation of VSO-model with the examples of domain models 
valuable knowledge about models interconnection with each other. Such knowledge should be also 
gathered and formalized into KB. 
To organize knowledge in the way presented above, the entities from the VSO-formal model [20] 
have been presented as concepts of the ontology partly presented at Fig.1. The full ontology presented 
in OWL-format also available online*. The instantiation logic follows the idea, that some VSO-
instance inherits the corresponding image and extends it with the required properties and particular 
property values. For example, if a vModel is an instance of a vModelImage then inherits it (i.e. 
contains list of methods) and extends with additional properties: isEnabled and selectedMethod – both 
these properties are specified by end-users during the composition process. If a vObject is an instance 
of a vObjectImage, then it also inherits it and provides a list of properties and vModelImage to 
instantiate. The logic provides a separated fine-grained knowledge entities, which are seemed to be a 
single object from end-users’ point of view.   
Automatic reasoning over the KB is organized according to VSO-structural model and brings the 
following functional capabilities: 
1. Complex entities compilation. Almost all entities in VSO formal model are complex and in order 
to make them ready-to-use for end-users they should be precompiled. For example some concept is 
vObject, which is a complex entity and inherits some concept of vObjectImage. The result of the 
inheritance is an aggregation of several concepts of vModel, each of them has been instantiated from 
corresponding vModelImage-entity, marked as hasModelImage of the current vObjectImage. vModel 
is a recursive aggregation of underlying entities of vMethod and the further aggregation goes in the 
similar way. Fine-grained concepts define themselves by URI, a set of links to other concepts and 
some additional rules, defining order, combination and some other interaction logic. Such fine-grained 
organization is essential for Resource Description Framework (RDF) and allows either to deal with 
concepts “as-is” or to reuse them in more complex aggregations avoiding data duplication.  
2. Semantically-compatible entities search/connection. For entities, which end-user have 
instantiated into workspace an automatic connections between semantically equal input/output (IO) 
entities will be created. The formal description of underlying methods is presented in [20]. Reasoning 
engine either interconnects the semantically-compatible elements within single workspace or offers to 
instantiate alternatives to user. 
                                                          
* https://www.dropbox.com/s/n3c3fujfb2lboe1/VSOOntology.owl?dl=0 
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Figure 2: Example of compiled VSO-instance in VSO-workspace app (a) with underlying reasoning result (b) 
3. Runtime knowledge formalization. Distinction between VSO-images and VSO-instances 
delivers an ability to formalize all the end-user’s workspaces in vocabulary of corresponding VSO-
entities. Multiple VSO-instances of a single VSO-image allow concluding about parameter 
range/limitations and semantic compatibility with other VSO-images, defined via manual 
interconnections. Such “runtime” formalization makes possible not just to store workspaces (i.e. VSO-
graphs) and use them for provenance, but also improve the KB by extracting new knowledge about 
fine-grained entities. 
4. Executable workflow generation. The goal of knowledge-based approach is an automatic code 
generation tool with support of different domain-specific languages. In other words, if domain models 
are interconnected with each other, then these ones constitute a system (or new model), which may be 
easily converted to some other specifications (i.e. abstract or concrete workflows). Reasoning over 
user-defined sequence of models makes possible to create a sequence of software calls with data 
transmissions and transitions between them. The following capabilities constitute the benefits of using 
KB in addition to general benefits of semantic web [1].  
4 Implementation 
 The implementation of knowledge-based VSO-approach is a complex tool called VSO-toolbox, 
which consists of server-side and two client-side applications. Together they provide user-friendly 
graphical interfaces for the knowledge formalization, composition and executable codes generation.  
The client-size applications called VSO-Editor and VSO-Workspace are oriented on domain 
experts and end-users respectively. The implementation is MS Silverlight, which do not require any 
preliminary installations on client PC. Both applications use a common Silverlight-library, which 
provides unified graphical layout, but different functional capabilities. A modified GraphLight library 
[21] is used for interactive visualization. Drag&Drop operations have been implemented for nodes 
positioning, resizing, instantiating and connecting semantic-equal parameters from different entities 
(objects and models within them). 
The server-side part of the toolbox provides the reasoning functionality, which are available 
through the client-side part and also programmatically via WCF-technology. The store and 
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Figure 3: Gates maneuvering vObject with generated workflow 
management of triples are organized by Jena+Fuseki server. The generation and reading of triples 
(vocabulary and facts of the ontology) is performed automatically by a common generation/reading 
library, which supports RDF and OWL implementations (via OwlDotNetAPI [22] & DotNetRdf [23] 
libraries). Due to reflection of the .Net-framework triples are generated automatically directly from 
C#-classes, which are used as models in MVC. Example of virtual object’s graphical representation in 
VSO-workspace (a) and the screenshot of underlying reasoning, which demonstrates parameters 
aggregation method (b) are both presented at Fig.2 (Protégé is used only for make an understandable 
screenshot, the same reasoning is performed by Jena). 
The VSO-toolbox is based with the CLAVIRE-platform [24], which facilitates workflow-code 
interpretation, execution and monitoring processes. Infrastructural information about instantiated 
packages required for knowledge formalization process is supplied by platform’s PackageBase 
service. During the knowledge formalization data from the service directly constitutes the lowest level 
of VSO-hierarchy (executable packages) and becomes a base for inheritance by the next platform-
independent level (implementing packages) [20]. An executable workflow is the generating by the 
toolbox automatically and transferring for execution into CLAVIRE via the platform’s API. Data 
management functions (upload, selection from the files collection) are also based on CLAVIRE 
services. 
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Figure 4: Gates maneuvering plans with the best-optimal selected 
5 Use-case 
To demonstrate probabilities of knowledge-based workflow composition according VSO-model 
the task of forecasting of storm surges and decision support for gates maneuvering [25] has been 
chosen. The 25 kilometers dam-complex near the Saint-Petersburg has six gates for water transmission 
that can be closed to prevent the flood up to 5 meters (the critical level for the city is 1.3 meters). 
Normally the gates are opened and the risk of flooding exists. By that reason city protection is 
provided by gates maneuvering. The solution of the task requires a distributed computing of different 
flooding situation and a comparison of decision support alternatives. A WF for this task consists of 
three software packages, which should be executed in pipeline mode. To tune the behavioral 
parameters of simulation models the WF should be launched in different configurations more than 500 
times.  
The key-role models (Spectral Wave Model, Model of Sea level and Currents, Model of 
probabilistic control of forecast quality) have been designed as configurable vModelImages within 
single vObjectImage called GatesManeuvring. Instantiated image provides user with a configurable 
layout (see Fig.3) of available models and required parameters. The generated WF automatically 
assigns parameters’ values from previous steps and do not requires any manual specifications. The 
result of WF execution in distributed environment is set of gates maneuvering plans with decision 
characteristics with selection of the best-optimal plan (see Fig.4). Running this workflow for every 
date within 14 flooding time spans since 2003 made more than 300 package runs and about 130 plans’ 
comparisons. 
  The solution of this task demonstrates abilities of VSO-toolbox in case of knowledge 
formalization and reuse for workflow composition. Created models with the mapping on particular 
packages are available as Linked Open Data and may be used by other scientists to run in CLAVIRE.  
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6 Conclusion 
The paper presents the ontological representation of entities from the VSO-formal model and 
describes the reasoning logic, provided by the representation. The VSO-toolbox is in development 
stage yet and mechanisms of data transformation and publishing are developing. Speaking about 
knowledge formalization its worth to note, that formal models and traditional programming languages 
are the best way to describe expert’s knowledge instead of attempts to formalize it into some domain-
specific languages and semantic models. But such “in-code” formalization leads to heterogeneity and 
“difficult-to-reuse” problems. The solution of such problems issues led to the appearance of the 
distributed execution environments with their own domain-specific languages, which still remain 
unknown for inexperienced users, who are required to design and execute domain-specific tasks 
without dealing with particular software products. So, knowledge formalization via domain models 
made by software developers/experienced users constitutes a valuable knowledge base for mass-users. 
For future in addition to GUI we plan to implement a synchronous textual interface for new 
models design because experienced users mostly prefer scripting languages. It will also be useful for 
debug. Another perspective task is to integrate compiled models from KB directly in executable codes, 
to make reasoning available for a traditional codes programming.  
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